Natural Oils +
Care & Maintenance
See and feel the pleasure of wood

Your formula
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L'OLIO 100%
Solvent free mono coat hardwax oil
L'Olio 100% is a finishing based on oils and natural hard waxes of
vegetable origin. Water and solvent free, it is 100% solid and has an
extremely high yield, you can complete a floor finishing cycle in one coat.
Its wax contents efficiently protects the wood and provides visual and
tactile smoothness, while the oil penetrates deeply, nourishing the wood.
Its maintenance is easy and does not need any extraordinary intervention,
you just need to wash the floor with Deteroil and periodically refresh it with Lux
Matt wax emulsion.

Used over Belle Epoque, in its neutral version it can enhance the colour and
in its 33 coloured versions it can create endless chromatic combinations.
Additivated with Oil-Linker, L'Olio 100% is overcoatable, thus mixing the
chromatic soft effect of an oiled floor to the high strength of a lacquered one.

OIL-LINKER
Natural oil cross-linker

Oil-Linker is a cross-linking additive that can be mixed with Tover natural oils
to increase their strength properties against wear and stains.
Oil-Linker enhances and reinforces the links among oil molecules,
allowing to reach quicker its best performance. Used as an additive to
L'Olio 100%, it allows to overcoat with a lacquer and ensures a perfect
bonding to achieve a finish combining oil smoothness to a lacquer high
strength.

NATURAL WOOD OIL
Invisible look water-based oil for wood

Natural Wood Oil is a water-based oil which keeps the original wood aspect
protecting the surface with an open pore imperceptible coating.
Both invisible and strong, it guarantees high protection performance against
abrasion, scratches, black heel marks and household chemicals.
Formulated with plant -origin resins, Natural Wood Oil is sustainable and secure for
both people and the environment.
It is easy to use and evenly apply on the surface, and unlike a traditional oil, it does
not require extraordinary maintenance: you only have to wash the surface with
Deteroil and periodically refresh the surface with Lux Matt wax.

MAXI OIL

High strength hardwax oil
Maxi Oil is an high strength finishing with excellent features of resistance
against intense traffic and chemicals.
Easy to apply, with no brushstrokes thanks to long drying time, OR Maxi is

a flexible finish, as it is available in 4 glosses in the transparent version and
in numerous colours in the matt version.

Its maintenance is easy and does not need any extraordinary intervention,
you just need to wash the floor with Deteroil and periodically refresh it with Lux
or Lux Matt wax emulsion.

Cleaning / WOOD SURFACES
PULITO PARQUET
Wax enriched natural cleaner for wood surfaces
Your cleaning solution for every finish.
Perfect both on lacquered and oiled surfaces and floors.

At each cleaning it restores the beauty
of your wood floor.
Thanks to its wax contents, Pulito Parquet revives the surface.

Secure product both for people and environment.
Formulated with natural compounds, it cleans the wood
surface deeply.

DETEROIL

Natural soap with coconut oil for wood surfaces
The most natural choice to clean your wood surface.
Formulated with coconut oil, Deteroil deeply cleans both
lacquered and oiled wood surfaces and floors.

Secure product both for people and environment,
without allergens and colouring agents.
Formulated with secure compounds.

DETEROIL BIANCO

Natural soap with coconut oil for bleached
and whitened wood floors
The most natural choice to clean your bleached and
whitened wood surfaces and floors.

Formulated with coconut oil, Deteroil Bianco deeply cleans
renewing the finishing colour.

Secure product both for people and environment,
without allergens and colouring agents.
Formulated with secure compounds.
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Maintenance / WOOD SURFACES
LUX

Renewing nourishing wax for wood floors.
It enhances the beauty of your wood floors.
It refreshes and protects lacquered and oiled wood floors, both
natural and coloured.

Low environmental impact.
Formulated with secure compounds.

LUX MATT

Nourishing refreshing wax for matt finished wood floors
It enhances the beauty of your wood floors keeping
the original look.
It renovates and protects matt lacquered or oiled finishes.

Low environmental impact.
Formulated with secure compounds.

GREY FREE

High-resistance self-polishing wax for wood floors
Used indoors as a mineral and pet stain neutralizer
by simply rinsing the surface and allowing to
penetrate the stained area.
Low environmental impact.
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Maintenance / WOOD SURFACES
I.R.O.

Water-proofing protective agent for oiled floors
It preserves the original beauty of wood flooring.
It revives the surface and enhances its water-proofing properties
and its resistance to stains and abrasion.

Low environmental impact.
Formulated with secure compounds.

RINOVOIL

Regenerating natural maintenance
oil for wood floors
Regular maintenance product enhancing the
beauty of wooden floors.
It restores and protects any surface.

Low environmental impact.
Formulated with oil of plant origin.

RIFLEX B12

Regenerating liquid wax for wood floors
It nourishes, restores and protects the surfaces.
It protects raw, lacquered, waxed and oiled wood,
promoting its resistance to stains and traffic.

Formulated with bee and carnauba wax.
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PROTECT YOUR FLOOR IN THE BEST WAY
- Dust before every washing.
- Use specific detergents only, according to the surface you have to
wash.
- On wood floors, only use well-squeezed cloths or the spray-mop not
to wet the floor excessively.
- Apply the maintenance products regularly to restore worn or dull
areas.

